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From The Principal’s Desk
“Success comes to
those who work
hard and stays with
those, who don’t
rest on the laurels
of the past”.
A school is a ‘world of miniature,
where learner receives training of
life effectively to imbibe the very
elemental domains of culture,
ethics, values and moreover
pragmatic perspective of the
world. It is here that we begin to
learn and rejoice at victory after
hard turmoil and challenges. We
aim not only to pursue academic
excellence but also to motivate
our students to be lifelong
learners, critical thinkers and
productive members of an ever

changing society. An environment
for multifaceted development
is provided to the students in
the school where our aim is to
nurture the talent and hone the
skills of each student so that they
can be provided with a panoramic
platform to express and exhibit
their talent and creativity. Good
sense of discipline and moral
values are assimilated by the
students so that they could
face the rapid transformation
in the norms of our society. In
the context of comprehensive
achievement
teachers
and
parents have a vital role to play
in, for passing on the legacy of
excellence to our students and
positively through collaborative
efforts they can emerge out as

motivational saga to benefit our
learners. Seeing young people
all around me, sensing their
hopes and aspiration and being
aware of their triumphs and
joys, I look back at this session
with affectionate memories. It
was a year of achievements and
celebrations, incorporating new
ideas and reaching greater height.
It is suppositional view that
examination offers period of
fluctuation but at the same time
it is desirable to take stand with
the spirit of optimistic affirmation
to give your best through time
management, maintaining the
rhythm of consistency and honest
commitment. As another batch
moves out of the school, I wish

them good luck for their board
exam and expect them to mature
into balanced, socially aware and
humane individuals.
I believe that Team work is the
hallmark of Delhi Public School
Varanasi. I extend my hearty
wishes to Ms. Mukti Pande, the
Senior wing coordinator and her
team members for bringing out
such a creative and informative
issue of sage.
With all my love, best wishes and
blessings to my dear children.

Sage
Sage

Heartiest regards
R.K.Pandey
Principal
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Happy 100 Days of Schooling

To salute the glorious journey of learning, the
young shining stars of nursery celebrated 100
days of schooling on 10th October’15. The
event commenced with a cordial welcome
of the guests followed by a PPT which
showcased the journey of the preschoolers.
For fun and frolic each section of Nursery had
different competitions for the parents and
their children such as Scenery making, Pot
decoration, Basket making, Table Mat making,

CD Wall Hanging making, Mask making etc.
The enthusiastic participation of the parents
enthralled the students beyond extent.
A must watch was the charismatic performance
of Tombola played by the children that filled
the ambience with music, echoing all over.
This priceless endeavor left the audience
spellbound. A heart touching moment was
when the kindergartners acknowledged

the love and efforts of their parents with a
beautiful ‘Thank You’ basket made by them
which truly exhibited the flow of emotions
and unbreakable tie between the former and
the later.
Musical Chair was organized for young buds
to enjoy the day with gusto and zest. The
eventful day ended with a congratulation note
for attaining the first milestone in school.

Akraya-2015
An Interschool Commerce Fest

Awareness Week
It was an exhilarating moment
for the students of the school to
witness Akraya-an Interschool
Commerce fest which was held
in The Aryan International School
Varanasi from 2.10.15 to 4.10.15.
It was an event to hone the
tactical, analytical and decision
making skills of the students and
also to interact with the students
of other schools. Students
participated in this celebration of
wits and wisdom enthusiastically
in which Shibani Pandey and
Kritika
Mishra’s
remarkable
performance in RAZZMATAZZ
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left the viewers spellbound. In
another event GENESIS (best
out of waste & paint it red)
Komal Rathore was awarded
the second position for her
profound creativity and aesthetic
sense .In a group event called
CORNERED(Football
Auction)
Angad Singh, Shivam kayal and
Labeeb secured second position.
Anushka Tulsiyan actively took
part in AD KA ADDA and was
appreciated for her sincere effort.
The winners were applauded
for their success by the school
management and teachers.
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Imbibing the Concept of
Sustainable Development
It is rightly said, ‘To change your life change your habits ‘.Keeping this
vision in mind the students of Prep celebrated ‘Awareness week’ from
11th to 15th October. The motif behind this was to create awareness
amongst the students regarding the renewable and non renewable
resources present in the Mother earth and imbibe in them a good habit
of using the resources in the best possible manner without wasting it.
The week commenced with the objective of ‘Save Electricity’, followed
by ‘Save Water’, ’Save Money’, ’Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle’. The week
ended with a rally on awareness. The students conveyed the message
that simple changes to ones usual habits are enough to benefit their
own family and the community they live in.

Annual Function—Abhyudaya-2015-16
A Cultural Edification
The 28rd & 29th of November 2015 were
much awaited days for Delhi Public School,
Varanasi as Junior & Senior Wings rejoiced
their 12th annual function. The zestful
greeting with a floral accolade was offered to
the illustrious guests by the Head Boy of the
school, Chandra Mouleshwar and the Head
Girl, Ananaya Rai. Mr. Nitin Ramesh Gokara
Divisional Commissioner was the Chief Guest
and Mr. Akash Kulhari , District Magistrate
[Varanasi] registered his elegant presence
as Guest of Honour. On the second day Mr.
Amrendra K. Sengar, Inspector General of
Police was the Chief Guest and Mr. Rajmani
Yadav, District Magistrate registered his
graceful presence as Guest of Honour to
grace the function. The NCC cadets hailed the
guests with Guard of Honor. The celebration
commenced at 5:30 pm sharp with lighting of
the inaugural lamp by the venerable guests.
The Principal, R. K. Pandey felt proud while
presenting the annual report of the school for
the academic session 2014-15. In his address
he divulged that children of DPS Varanasi have
established new trend in resonating arena
of academics, sports and performing arts.
Abhyudaya is a maiden attempt to exacerbate
embryonic talent of children for encompassing
creative compendium of their mind elevating
thoughtful sphere of creativity. He expressed
his heartfelt thanks to the guardians for their
inexorable support. In the address Chief
Guests admired the indefatigable endeavor of
school that offers great platform of learning
to its newly emerging talents.
The programme commenced with ShivTarangini in which children presented the

advent of Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati
at Braj to see rasleela. Series of events was
a group song entitled Milanje: Medley of
English Song that involved 70 children to
present a fusion of three English songs while
changing the track of their musical notes. Next
in the segment was Naseehaten Shekhchilli
coloured with comic and moral elements. This
was followed by performing art entitled Paso
Doble through which participants presented
the bull fighting of Spain in the form of dance.
The next programme was devoted to the life
of Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam entitled My Meeting
with Dr. Kalam. Through this event children
depicted the childhood period of Dr. Kalam
whose life was enveloped with hardship
and struggles. His journey from student life
to president emerged as great hallmark of
inspiration for everyone

Darkness to Light] in which children enlivened
the very spirit of bravery, mercy, compassion,
charity and sublimity . Next in the segment
was revealing dance entitled Tri-Concord
through which participants depicted the ideal
fusion of classicism and occidental elements.
After performing art the turn of documentary
[Dr. Kalam—Ek Vibhuti] came based on the life
of Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. Through projector
children depicted the significant segments
of his life in the form of documentary. The
ceremonious evening came to an end with
the National Anthem.

The programme on the second day
commenced the ceremonial inauguration with
the welcome of the Chief Guests and launch
of children’s story book entitled Antarman—
Mai Aur Meri Duniya was launched by
Professor Anand Vardhan Sharma [BHU UGC
HRDC Director]. On this occasion the scholars
of great repute admired the attempt taken by
children. The cultural extravaganza started
with Shakti Nritya in which children projected
different incarnations of Goddess Durga
through classical dance.
Next in the series of events was a group
song named Rahmet-E-Khuda that involved
children to animate fusion song of Hindu
and Sufi in order to magnify Ganga-Jamuni
culture., After that the turn of Hindi poetic
drama came entitled Ajatshatru [From

Sage
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Pratibha ki Khoj
The EduAce quiz- “Pratibha ki khoj
“conducted by the School Quiz
League was held on 4th November
2015 at DLW auditorium. Around
750 participants from 20 CBSE
schools of Varanasi attended the
program. The participants were
divided into two categories –
the Junior and senior category
comprising students of classes VIIX and X-XII Mr. Gaurav Yadav the
CEO of SQL conducted the quiz

in two rounds for each category.
The preliminary screening round
was a written quiz. Six teams
from each category participated
in the 2nd round and the final
round. The students participated
enthusiastically. In the Junior
category two students of our
school, Naman Todi and Adyant
Bhriguvanshi (VIII B) qualified
for the final round in which they
were declared the 2nd runner up.

Pratibha ki Khoj
Educational
Trip to Ramnagar Industrial Area
The EduAce quiz- “Pratibha ki khoj
“conducted by the School Quiz
League was held on 4th November
2015 at DLW auditorium. Around
750 participants from 20 CBSE
schools of Varanasi attended the
program. The participants were
divided into two categories –
the Junior and senior category
comprising students of classes VIIX and X-XII Mr. Gaurav Yadav the
CEO of SQL conducted the quiz
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in two rounds for each category.
The preliminary screening round
was a written quiz. Six teams
from each category participated
in the 2nd round and the final
round. The students participated
enthusiastically. In the Junior
category two students of our
school, Naman Todi and Adyant
Bhriguvanshi (VIII B) qualified
for the final round in which they
were declared the 2nd runner up.
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Educational excursions play
an important role in overall
development of students. These
excursions provide an opportunity
for cultural enrichment, social
interaction and the extension
of learning skills to students.
Keeping this in mind, students
of classes III-V went to the
Ramnagar Industrial area and
visited Parle G Factory, Parag
Milk Factory, Themocole Factory
as well as Polythene Factory on
19th October. The students were
benefitted as they were able to
see the process of manufacturing
and packaging and the use of
various machines. They also
observed the excellent team work
of the workers in these factories.

Fenestra-A Window of Light
The Science and Commerce club (BIZZTECH) of the school organized
a two days event entitled FENESTRA- 2015, A Window of Light in its
premises on 18th and 19th October. This grand program depicted a
fine amalgamation of Science and Commerce through which students
exhibited their praiseworthy talent. Twenty schools of Varanasi zestfully
participated in this mega event. The programme was efficiently propelled
by the students. Prof. Girish Chandra Tripathi, Vice Chancellor of Banaras
Hindu University, graced the occasion as the chief guest. Teachers from
different schools along with 800 participants registered their gracious
presence. After the ceremonial welcome, the Chief Guest paid a floral
tribute to Pt. Madan Mohan Malviya and Dr. APJ Kalam, the prophets of
education. Fenestra carried number of events like Debate Competition,
Social Jagran’, A nukkad natak, Dipsigate, Virtual Dancing, Face Fantasy,
Business Baron, Codex, Mind Maze,Magic Logic, Invent-O-Mania,
Khamosh--Adalat Jaari Hai, Wolf of Wall Street, Brain Spinz, JAM, Ablaze.
Justice Yogendra Singh was the chief guest who graced the second day
of Fenestra with his benign presence. Finally, the overall winner for the
two-days event FENESTRA-15 was Delhi Public School Varanasi, the
second champion was Sunbeam Lahartara and Sunbeam Ramkatora
secured the third rank ,though as mark of courtesy Delhi Public School
Varanasi extended the rolling trophy of this mega event to the first
runner up. This mega event left behind many records and achievements
to cherish.

Annual Inter – DPS
Commerce Fest
Delhi Public School Varanasi participated in Vanijya 2015
an Annual Inter Commerce Fest held on 29th October2015.
The event consisted of 3 online program which were hosted
by DPS RK Puram. The event Bulletin Bites was an On Line
News Letter in which Shivam Kayal and Shreyansh Sunder
Das of class 12 participated enthusiastically. In Bollywood to
Business Nandlal Agrawal and Aishwarya Singh of class 12
proved their mettle by winning the second prize. The third
event Reel to Real –a movie making competition comprised
of SWOT (strength, weakness, opportunities, threat) Analysis
which was appropriately termed. Shivam Kayal and Shreyansh
Sunder Das of class 12 marked their excellence by putting up
an exemplary performance. The students were appreciated for
their keen efforts by the teachers.

Sage
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Showcasing 'Unity in Diversity'

Fun With Science

Indian folk dances are simple
dances and are performed to
express joy and happiness among
themselves. These dances are
performed for every possible
occasion, to celebrate the arrival
of seasons, birth of a child, a
wedding for festival. The dances
are extremely simple with
minimum of steps or movement.
Our children of primary wing
adorned in regional costumes

Science is a perfect subject to
complement a child’s natural
curiosity. The students conducted
different
experiments
that
enhanced their thinking skills and
the hands on activities encouraged
them to observe, ask questions,
touch and experiment. They were
surprised to see the findings

presented various types of folk
dances to express their happiness.
The dances were from all parts of
India. Winners were awarded for
first, second and third position.
The entire ceremony was truly
enjoyable and was performed in
a cheerful environment. It was
enjoyed by all the children and
it greatly helped them to know
about different folk dances of
India.

through these experiments. The
students of Prep had another fun
activity with a torchlight named
“Transparency
Experiment”.
In this activity students were
provided with some object and a
torchlight. The students were full
of enthusiasm as they enriched
their scientific knowledge.

IIMUN-2015

A Platform For Future Leaders
Indian
International
Model
United Nation (IIMUN) is a youth
organization which organizes
Asia’s Largest Youth Conference
& World’s Largest Residential
Conference in Mumbai amongst
the many other conferences. This
year it was held in Varanasi.
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It was a rare experience for
the Senior Secondary Students
of our school to be a part of
IIMUN conference 2015 which
was held on 2nd and 4th Oct
in Aryan International School.
The Indian International Model,
United Nation Varanasi aimed
at infusing in the youth the

Sage

spirit of global oneness and be a
responsible citizen for posterity.
Fifty seven students took part in
the conference in which Aviral
Goenka of XI B, Ashwi Malhotra
of XI A, and Pratyaksh Agrawal
of XII C were declared as the
prominent delegates. For a
remarkable performance Aditya

Raj of XI B was selected as the best
photographer. Ruchika Mehrotra
of XI C and Shivi Bhatt of XI A were
honoured as the best reporters
of the event. The event offered
a great platform of learning and
creativity for students.

Inspired India
National Science Exhibition

My City My Pride
To Know Thy Self is to Know the
World
Kaushiv Agrawal of class Xth
added new feather of glory while
participating in Inspired Award
organized by the Secondary
education [Government of Uttar
Pradesh] in Lucknow on 27th to
28th August 2015. He designed
a model entitled ‘Target Zero
Residue Waste Management’
and presented it at state level
competition in which it had

earned great popularity and
appreciation. Now he is eligible
to present it at National level
science exhibition. The school
management applauded him for
his praiseworthy attempt and
asserted that school engages
every year to organize science
exhibition for endorsing the very
spirit of scientific perspective
among the students.

Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahyan
Yojna 2015

‘Brahma once weighed the
heavens against Kashi and Kashi
being heavier, sank while the
skies despite all the Gods who
lived there rose upwards.’
To invoke the spiritual insight
in the little students of class I
the school took an initiative to
dedicate and celebrate a week
on the spiritual capital of the
country, Varanasi.
The week began with a
documentary on Kashi shown to
the students through which they
were made aware of the historical
significance of the holy city and its
being as the ultimate pilgrimage
spot for the Hindus for ages. The
students were also informed
about the sacred temples, the eye
catching Ganga Aarti, the famous
sunrise of Varanasi, the holy river
Ganga and why is it believed to

have the power to wash away
the sins of mortals, the opulent
cuisine, affluent culture and the
artifacts related to the city.
On the second day, students made
vibrant, colorful and beautiful
collages in groups to magnify
the livings picture of Varanasi.
The students also visited the
Vishwanath Temple, BHU on the
third day to read more closely
the ancient origins of the holy
city. The students also learned
to prepare Lassi and had a great
feast relishing it. On the last day,
an exhibition was put up on the
artifact of Varanasi. The parents
were invited and they appreciated
the efforts put in by the students.
The little stars participated with
full zeal and enthusiasm and had
good time learning beyond the
boundaries of the class room.

Tiny seeds make boundless harvest, drops of rain compose the
showers. Seconds make the flying minutes and minutes make the
hours. Touching the zenith of glory three students of Delhi Public
School Varanasi have brilliantly charted the path of success in Kishore
Vaigyanik Protsahan Yojna. They have passed the exam while widening
the future scope of new emerging talents. Vishal Anand [XII], Arnav
Kapoor [XI], and Aryan Raj Singh of class XI have attained the success in
this examination organized by Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore on
1st November 2015. Thousands of students participated in this exam
that was started by the government of India in 1998 to exalt the very
scientific aptitude of emerging talents.

Sage
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NCC Day Celebration     
It was a proud moment for Delhi Public School, Varanasi to celebrate
NCC day on 24th November 15. Every year NCC day is celebrated to
inculcate in cadets the feeling of patriotism, pride and service to nation.
Cadets saluted the NCC flag, NCC song was sung, trees were planted
and & cake was cut to cherish this day.

Indian Intelligence Test
The aim of education is to fructify the primordial seed of mind in
order to create and invent as rites of subjective manifestation. In this
context this was once again proved by Aryan Raj singh of class XI-D2
who bagged second Prize in the Indian Intelligence Test conducted
by I - Next and was rewarded with an I-Pad. He was highly praised for
his brilliant performance by the School Management and Teachers.

National Standard Examination : A
Window to Excellence
National Standard Examination 2015
was conducted by IAPT in Chemistry and
Astronomy in month of October. Students
of Delhi Public School Varanasi have added
new feather in the cap while participating
in this examination. With praiseworthy
rank Abhishek Bhatt and Ishika Singh of
Class XII have passed the first level of the
examination in Chemistry. In the same length
Vivekanand and Ishika Singh have proved
the virtue of their academic excellence in
Astronomy. National Standard Examination
(NSE), conducted every year since 1987, has
become the most ‘visible’ activity of IAPT. It
is a voluntary examination. More than 40,000
students at over 1200 centres, most of which
are in small towns and villages, appear at
this examination. The participation, purely
voluntary, offers an opportunity to measure
one’s standing against a national standard.
The objective of this examination is to exalt
the very spirit of scientific inclination among
the students.
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NTSE—2015
Genius beyond the Boundaries of
The Class Room
National
Talent
Search
Examination (NTSE) is a nationallevel scholarship program in India
to identify and recognize students
with high intellect and academic
talent. Close to 300,000 students
appear in this scholarship exam
every year. It is organized by
Govt. of India. It hones and helps
talented students by providing
financial assistance in form of
monthly scholarship for their

entire academic career. This year
the Examination was held on 10th
May in which two students of
class 11 from Delhi Public School
Varanasi named Arnav Kapoor
and Aryan Raj Singh qualified
the second level of the exam
successfully and set bench marks
for others to follow. The school
management congratulated the
students for their glorious and
impressive achievement.

Delhi Public School Varanasi
showcased
the
spirit
of
sportsmanship in its Annual
Athlete Meet on 23 Dec 2015.
Ms. Priyanka Singh Patel, a
renowned athlete, registered
her elegant presence as Chief
Guest. To ritualize the theme of
sportsmanship the Torch Relay
was eventulized followed by flag
hoisting. To honour the Chief
Guest and the audience, NCC
Cadets in the march past saluted
the flag and demonstrated the
spirit of agility. Declaration of
Meet and release of balloons
were the centre of attraction
for this mega sports event.
On this occasion students

presented a beautiful song
entitled Aashayein.
Students
of Junior Wing performed
Mass Drill holding colourful
hooplas in hands. The Sports
day celebration kicked off with
many mega events. The tiny-tots
of primary wing showcased their
multifaceted talents in various
races like relay and fun races
and filled the hearts of everyone
with the spirit of sportsmanship.
The events vitalized the occasion
with different programmes like
The Orange Treat, Band Baja
Baraat, Santa Clause is coming to
town, Balloon rack with number
,Building Pyramid, Plant Me Back,
Dancing Steps, fun race ,googly

balloon race ,hurdle trouble race
in which students performed
enthusiastically. In VI to VII group
DIVYA KAPOOR, ABHAAS SINGH,
ANSHIKA AND KASHISH were
declared the BEST ATHLETES. In
VIII to IX group ADITI MISHRA,
ANJOLE DONAPATI, SURENDRA
SINGH, PIYUS UPADHAYAYA were
declared the BEST ATHLETE
for senior and junior girls and
boys respectively. In group of X
to XII DIVYANSH MISHRA AND
SACHIDANAND were declared
the best athlete in senior boys
followed by SHIBANI PANDEY in
senior girls. In junior category
VIVEK SRIVASTAVA & UMANG
FATIMA were declared the best

Annual
Athletic
Meet
athlete for this session. Events
were also organized for the
parents like Mom’s and Father’s
race in which they fully rejoiced
the very spirit of sportsmanship.
In this context Building Pyramid
and Hurdle Trouble were the
centre of attraction. The school
authority admired the attempts
taken by teachers and students.

Sage
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Inter DPS English Literary Festival
‘A Thousand Splendid Suns- 2015”
Students of Class VI-X actively
participated in the various events
of INTER DPS ENGLISH LITERARY
FESTIVAL. Satyansh Sharma of
Class VIC and Ayan Mishra of
Class VI-F brought laurels to the

school by bagging third prize in
the event-‘DigitalComic Strip’ .
The school shared the overall III
position with DPS Meerut.

An Invincible Spirit of
Sportsman-Ship

Sketching The Name On Canvas
Ten students of class III to V
participated in the drawing
competition organized by the
Ministry of AYUSH,Govt. of India
in AROGYA 2015 on 13th Dec’
15. The theme was “Towards
Nature” and the children
were free to use any medium
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to show their creativity. Two
students qualified and bagged
the following prizes. Manya
Jindal- IV E – I prize in Junior
group , Goutami Sahoo- V E- II
prize in Senior group. The school
management congratulated the
winners on their grand success.
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Once again Shibani Pandey of Delhi Public School Varanasi has
recorded her name in the history of school by winning a gold medal
in CBSE cluster which was held from 03.11.15 to 05.11.15 in Naini
(U.P). The school participated in different events like 100mt, 200mt
& 400mt race, relay race, short put, long jump etc. In this CBSE
Cluster tournament under 19 category Shibani Pandey bagged gold
medal in short put and has qualified for NATIONAL LEVEL. On her
grand success the school management and the teaching community
extended their heartiest congratulations

Mathematics Matters

Career
Counseling
Session
with Tarun
Arora

Shishir Memorial Mathematics
Contest
To enable the students to
enhance their logical and
analytical concepts and taking
mathematics
beyond
the
boundaries of classroom so
that mathematics could be a
fun, the students of our school
participated in a mathematics
contest held on 29th sept’15 at
Dr. A .L. Ishrat Memorial Sunbeam
School. Students from classes XI
and XII participated in different

categories and bagged various
prizes. In the senior category A,
Shivam Agrawal of XI-D3 bagged
the third prize and in the senior
category B, Tejesh Garvit of XII-D3
and Shivam Agrawal of XII-D3
bagged the second prize. On this
grand success the management
and
teaching
fraternity
congratulated the students for
their sincere effort.

Inspiration to
Identify,
Explore And
Experience

Space Show: Chasing the Stars
‘We are part of this universe, we are in this universe, but perhaps more important than both these facts is,
that the universe is in our within.’ It was a pleasurable experience for the students of class II to witness a Space
Show on 30th October where they came to know about the space as a cold boundless three dimensional
extent in which countless objects
exist. They were shown videos on
space where they learned about
nine planets that circle around the
Sun and how Earth looks like a tiny
speck of matter in planetary space.
The children were enthralled to see
different planets and to know more
about them. They were fascinated
to know that without telescope, one
could see innumerable stars on a
dark night. One could also see the
Moon, and sometimes the planets
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn as well as comets. They were
overjoyed by the thought that they
live in a splendid universe with so
many wonderful planets around
them.

To ignite the flame of design
thinking skills, motivation and
expertise among the students,
Delhi Public School organized
a workshop on 31st October
2015 in the school premises on
different prospectus of university
education .It was conducted
by Tarun Arora of University of
Petroleum and Energy Studies
which is determined to drive
younger generation towards
infusing ideology. He focused
on importance of diverse course
study of university system. The
representative of the university
sketched a very wide perspective
of creative thinking skills,
motivation, and expertise. The
resource person was welcomed
by the Head Girl of the school
Ananya Rai. The session was
highly interactive. It was based
on a well-researched model of
design thinking by expert of
UPES. The world we live in today
and the way it is evolving has
complexities: we are facing global
challenges. New generations are
looking at different perspectives
in terms of career education. As
we help today’s generation to
build their foundation of core
academic knowledge and skills.
We also need to look at the ways
we can help the youth to build
their confidence in their aptitude
and ability to create and shape
this new globe empathically and
intelligently. The vote of thanks
was proposed by Simran Jayaswal
of class XII.
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Word Wizard of DPS
Students of Class VI-X actively
participated in the Spelling Bee
Competition held at SUNBEAM
DALIMSS, PAHARIA on 16th

Stopover at Biscuit Factory

December. Kanishk of Class
VIII E bagged first prize in the
competition. He was applauded
for his success by the school.

The nursery kids had a visit to Parle G biscuit factory. They started
their visit with a cartoon movie where they learnt how Parle G makes
yummy biscuits, tasty toffees and spicy chips for us. Then the kids were
shown how biscuits are made inside the factory and at last they had
their lunch with their friends in the garden. It was a fun filled day for
teachers and students.

Technocratic
Change
Technology is Driving
Innovation and Creativity
To enable the students to show their talent, inventiveness and novelty
in the field of technology the students of IX-XII enthusiastically
participated in the different events of Tech Fest held at W.H. Smith
Varanasi on 31st October 2015. Hiya Vithlani and Ananya Bhartia of
Class X bagged the III prize in Chemistry Model on Biodegradable
Plastic. Tanishk Vijay and Naman Jain of Class X received the third prize
in Still Photography. Sameer Kumar and Abhinav Patel of Class IX won
the third Prize in E-Painting. In the senior category Aviral Goenka and
Aditya Raj Singh of XI bagged the third prize. Shashank Mishra and
Ananya Tapadar of classes XII and XI respectively grabbed the second
prize. The students were applauded for their radiant endeavour.
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